PMMA layer is not used; oxygen or moisture at grain boundaries provides quenching sites. The fast decay is related to trap-assisted recombination at grain boundaries, whereas the slow decay is related to radiative recombination inside the grains ( fig. S9) (32) .
This proposition was supported by analyzing the change in t and f of MAPbBr 3 films with varying stoichiometric ratio. As MABr:PbBr 2 increased from 1:1 to 1.05:1, the average lifetime t avg gradually increased from 12.2 to 51.0 ns (table S5). The short t avg (12.2 ns) in the film with MABr:PbBr 2 = 1:1 originated from the substantial reduction in t 2 . This implies that uncoordinated metallic Pb atoms at grain boundaries inhibit radiative recombination and cause strong nonradiative recombination ( fig. S9 ). The MAPbBr 3 films fabricated with PbBr 2 -rich perovskite solution (MABr:PbBr 2 = 1:1.05) had a longer lifetime than films with MABr:PbBr 2 = 1:1, possibly through PbBr 2 -induced surface passivation (31) . We calculated the average L D using a model similar to that in a previous report (fig. S10) (33) . The films (MABr:PbBr 2 = 1.05:1) underneath a PMMA layer exhibited a much smaller L D (67 nm) than those previously reported (>1 mm) (34) . We attribute this reduction in L D to the reduced grain sizes in which excitons are under stronger spatial confinement, thereby reducing dissociation and enhancing radiative recombination; this compensates the plausible adverse effect of larger grain boundary area (6) .
The PeLED fabricated from the MAPbBr 3 solution (MABr:PbBr 2 = 1:1) without using NCP showed poor luminous characteristics (maximum CE = 2.03 × 10 −3 cd A −1
), mainly owing to high leakage current ( fig. S11 ). In contrast, maximum CE was substantially increased (0.183 cd A −1 ) when a fullcoverage uniform MAPbBr 3 nanograin layer (MABr:PbBr 2 = 1:1) with decreased grain size was achieved with S-NCP, without stoichiometric modifications to avoid metallic Pb atoms (Fig. 4 , A and B, and We further increased the CE of PeLEDs by using A-NCP. The PeLEDs based on A-NCP had a maximum CE of 42.9 cd A −1 (Fig. 4 , C and D, and Table 1 ), which represents an EQE of 8.53% when the angular emission profile is considered ( fig.  S12 ). The EL spectra of PeLEDs were very narrow; full width at half maximum was~20 nm for all spectra. This high color purity of OIP emitters shows great potential when used in displays (Fig.  4E) . A pixel of the PeLED based on MABr:PbBr 2 = 1.05:1 exhibited strong green-light emission (fig. S13A). Furthermore, the proposed processes and materials used therein are compatible with flexible and large-area devices; a high-brightness flexible PeLED (Fig. 4, F 
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High-harmonic generation is a universal response of matter to strong femtosecond laser fields, coherently upconverting light to much shorter wavelengths. Optimizing the conversion of laser light into soft x-rays typically demands a trade-off between two competing factors. Because of reduced quantum diffusion of the radiating electron wave function, the emission from each species is highest when a short-wavelength ultraviolet driving laser is used. However, phase matching-the constructive addition of x-ray waves from a large number of atoms-favors longer-wavelength mid-infrared lasers. We identified a regime of high-harmonic generation driven by 40-cycle ultraviolet lasers in waveguides that can generate bright beams in the soft x-ray region of the spectrum, up to photon energies of 280 electron volts. Surprisingly, the high ultraviolet refractive indices of both neutral atoms and ions enabled effective phase matching, even in a multiply ionized plasma. We observed harmonics with very narrow linewidths, while calculations show that the x-rays emerge as nearly time-bandwidth-limited pulse trains of~100 attoseconds.
H igh-order harmonic generation (HHG) results from the extreme quantum nonlinear response of atoms to intense laser fields: Atoms in the process of being ionized by an intense femtosecond laser pulse coherently emit short-wavelength light that can extend well into the soft x-ray region (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . When implemented in a phase-matched geometry to ensure that the laser and HHG fields both propagate at the same speed~c, HHG from SCIENCE sciencemag.org many atoms adds constructively to generate bright, coherent beams (7). The high temporal coherence of HHG supports ultrabroad bandwidths (Dl/l ≈ 1) that simultaneously span many characteristic elemental absorption edges, as well as pulse durations from femtoseconds to attoseconds (8) (9) (10) (11) , making it possible to capture the fastest electron dynamics in atoms, molecules, nanosystems, and materials (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . Moreover, the high spatial coherence of HHG makes it possible to image with spatial resolution near the wavelength limit (24, 25) . Recently, the use of mid-infrared (IR) femtosecond driving lasers enabled the generation of bright x-ray supercontinua extending to photon energies greater than 1.6 keV (26).
To date, however, generating bright harmonics demanded a trade-off between two competing factors. High harmonics are radiated as a result of a laser-driven quantum-coherent electron recollision process that occurs while an atom is ionizing. This physics dictates that the HHG emission per atom is brightest for short-wavelength ultraviolet (UV) driving lasers, because the short laser cycle minimizes quantum diffusion of the electron wave packet as it propagates away from, and then back to, its parent ion. This maximizes the probability of the recollision HHG event and hence the HHG yield per atom (27) . In contrast, generating and phase-matching HHG in the soft x-ray region favors long-wavelength, mid-IR lasers (>0.8 mm) (26, (28) (29) (30) . This can be understood from simple arguments. First, the maximum HHG photon energy emitted by a single atom scales quadratically with laser wavelength and is given by hn SA ≈ I p + 3.17 U p (4), where
is the average quiver energy of the electron in a laser field of intensity I L and wavelength l L . Second, phase matching is achieved by balancing the positive dispersion of the neutral gas with the negative contribution of the free electrons and is only possible for ionization levels of <5% for argon. Fortunately, the lower laser intensity required for long-wavelength driving lasers means that the medium is only weakly ionized, thereby enabling phase matching.
Very weak HHG emission at high photon energies of~200 to 500 eV at very low (few torr) gas pressures has been observed using intense UV and near-IR lasers (1, 31, 32) . In those studies, the HHG emission emerged from ionization of a small number of ions, which emit harmonics with comparable efficiency to neutral atoms (33) . Moreover, the inability to phase-match the HHG process in plasmas, combined with strong plasmainduced defocusing of the laser, meant that the HHG flux was weaker than theoretically possible in a phase-matched geometry by a factor of 10 −4 to 10
. Here, we demonstrate a regime of bright highharmonic emission in multiply ionized plasmas ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). Using intense UV driving lasers at a wavelength of 0.27 mm, bright discrete HHG peaks extend well into the soft x-ray region of the spectrum. It is well established that low quantum diffusion of the electron wave packet (due to the shorter time the electron spends away from the ion) maximizes the single-atom yield for UV The linear dispersion of atoms Dn ATOMS balances plasma dispersion Dn PLASMA at ionization levels up to 5%, to equalize phase velocities of the laser and HHG fields. (B) For UV lasers, the high linear and nonlinear indices of atoms and ions Dn ATOMS+IONS counteract relatively low plasma dispersion, ensuring a good HHG yield even in a multiply ionized plasma (500% ionization). Dv is the small offset from the speed of light c. The large single-atom yield, coupled with coherence lengths ranging from several micrometers to V, as well as low harmonic orders, result in full to effective phase matching over many laser cycles.
driving lasers. However, in this new regime of intense UV-driven HHG, the higher linear and nonlinear indices of atoms and ions contribute substantially to the dispersion experienced by the driving laser and serve to counteract plasma dispersion (Fig. 1B) . This enables coherent buildup of the HHG signal in multiply ionized plasmas at very high gas pressures (i.e., effective phase matching) to photon energies greater than 280 eV, corresponding to harmonic orders of only~61.
We observed high conversion efficiencies of 10 −3 to 10 −7 throughout the extreme UV (EUV)
and soft x-ray regions; these values are orders of magnitude brighter than has been observed to date from ions. The well-separated (~9 eV) narrowband HHG peaks, with linewidths of 70 to 700 meV (l/Dl ≈ 350 to 450) in the vacuum UV (VUV) to soft x-ray regions, are ideal for applications in imaging and photoelectron spectroscopies. The high HHG efficiency and narrow linewidths arise from a long phase-matching window as well as low group velocity walk-off, so that group and phase velocity matching are possible over many laser cycles. Moreover, in contrast to the strongly chirped HHG emission driven by near-and mid-IR driving lasers, simulations show that UV-driven harmonics emerge as nearly time-bandwidth-limited series of~100-as bursts. Our predictions indicate that bright UVdriven harmonics can extend into the multi-keV region. This leads to the surprising conclusion that the fundamental of Ti:sapphire lasers may be the most limited for generating bright soft x-ray harmonics, relative to using longer-or shorter-wavelength driving lasers. In our experiment, high harmonics were produced by focusing the third harmonic (0.27 mm) of a Ti:sapphire laser into an Ar-filled waveguide (diameter 150 to 400 mm, length 1 to 15 mm) at pressures between 1 and 1500 torr (see supplementary materials). The pulse energy and duration were 2.6 mJ and 35 fs [full width at half maximum (FWHM)], respectively. By focusing to a spot size less than 55 mm in diameter, the peak laser intensity was >6 × 10 15 W/cm 2 , with a confocal parameter less than 17 mm. Figure 2A shows that bright HHG emission from Ar extends far beyond the~30-eV limit predicted using only the dispersion of atoms, to photon energies of >280 eV (see fig. S1 for HHG plotted on a linear scale). The high laser intensity required for UV-driven soft x-ray HHG (at >6 × 10 15 W/cm 2 ) is well above the barrier suppression ionization for atoms; thus, neutral atoms will be fully ionized well before the peak intensity of the pulse. However, this intensity is in the tunneling regime for ions. Moreover, time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) calculations (Fig. 2B and fig. S3 ) show that HHG from Ar in this energy range must emerge from ions (Ar + to Ar Phase matching in UV-driven VUV and soft x-ray HHG optimizes at higher gas pressures of 100 to 400 torr, as shown in Fig. 2A, fig. S1 , and table S1. This is in contrast to all previous observations of HHG x-rays from ions in a nonphase-matched regime, where very high harmonic orders can be observed only at pressures that are lower by about two orders of magnitude (1 to 3 torr) (31, 33) . In general, only harmonic orders that are phase-matched will increase in intensity with increasing gas pressure. The optimal pressures increase with harmonic order to compensate for increasing plasma dispersion. Furthermore, the increasing HHG yield with pressure indicates that ionization-induced defocusing of the laser is not a dominant limitation. Other evidence of good coherent HHG signal buildup over many laser cycles is the narrow spectral width of UVdriven HHG, shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and fig. S1 . The linewidths decrease from >900 meV (at 50 eV) for Ti:sapphire lasers, to~70 meV (at 30 eV) and 400 meV (at~180 eV) for UV driving lasers. These narrow-linewidth HHG peaks, with spectral purity up to l/Dl > 450, are observed despite strong ionization that must occur on the leading edge of the driving laser pulse and that would normally result in strong spectral broadening and blue shifting of both the driving laser and HHG emission. Fortunately, because this frequency shift scales as Dl LASER~− l LASER 3 at similar rates of ionization (34, 35) , this shift is smaller for UV lasers, which preserves narrow harmonic linewidths.
Because the HHG spectra consist of oddharmonic peaks that are well separated in energy (>9 eV), UV-driven HHG also provides a practical way to isolate a single harmonic order. Figure 2 plots a single harmonic near the technologically relevant 13.5-nm wavelength for lithography, highlighting the excellent beam quality (Fig. 2C,  inset) and high spatial and temporal coherence. Lower harmonic orders were eliminated by the same thin-film filters used to reject the fundamental laser light, whereas higher cutoff harmonics were excluded by adjusting the intensity of the UV laser. Figure 2 , D to F, plots the experimental and theoretical double-slit diffraction patterns for a slit of width 20 mm, slit separation of 50 mm, and height of 1.5 mm. The spatial modulations perpendicular to the slit in Fig. 2, D and E, are due to the high spectral purity of the HHG beam and generate observable interference both along and perpendicular to the slit. ) at the exit of the waveguide under optimal conditions for generating 280-eV harmonics. Over the whole spectral range, the efficiencies into a single harmonic order are estimated to approach 10 −3 to 10 −7 in the VUV, EUV, and soft x-ray regions. The HHG flux was measured to be consistent using three different methods. First, we compared HHG driven by 0.8-mm and 0.27-mm lasers in the same spectral region. Second, we estimated the efficiency from known spectrometer, x-ray filter, and charge-coupled device efficiencies. Third, we used a NIST-calibrated vacuum diode to measure the flux in the VUV and EUV regions. We observed good HHG signal-comparable to or greater than phase-matched HHG at 100 eV driven by 0.8-mm lasers-throughout the EUV and soft x-ray regions ( Fig. 2 and fig. S1 ). High harmonics were first observed in 1987 using a UV driving laser (1). That work used longer pulses (by a factor of~10) in a tight focus geometry, and HHG up to 85 eV (14.6 nm) was observed with estimated efficiency of 10
. Subsequent work observed HHG from ions (also using long-pulse UV lasers in a tight focus geometry with limited interaction length), with conversion efficiencies around 10 −10 or 10 −12 at photon energies from 100 to 180 eV (32) . More recently, broadband HHG from Ar ions up to 500 eV was observed for 0.8-mm driving lasers in a few-torr gas-filled hollow waveguide (31). However, this emission was also extremely weak because of the low pressures (few torr) and poor phase-matching conditions (see table S1 for comparison).
To quantitatively explain why bright harmonics from Ar driven by UV lasers can extend into the soft x-ray region, we used simple numerical models, which have been extensively validated for near and mid-IR driving lasers, as well as exact integration of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (26, (28) (29) (30) . To aid with physical insight, Fig. 3A (dashed lines) plots the calculated index of refraction contribution of an Ar atom compared with that of a free electron. As expected, the refractive indices of neutral atoms are largest in the UV region of the spectrum.
On the other hand, the free electron plasma contribution to the refractive index scales as n plasma ¼ ½ð1 − w 1=2 is the plasma frequency corresponding to an electron density n e , and where e and m e are the charge and mass of the electron. Hence, lower frequencies (i.e., longer laser wavelengths) will experience much higher plasma dispersion, and therefore phase matching occurs only at low ionization levels below the critical ionization (7, 36) (table S1) .
In contrast, for wavelengths in the visible and UV spectral regions, the positive refractive index contribution of a neutral Ar atom exceeds the negative contribution of a free electron. This corresponds to a critical ionization level of~40% for UV-driven HHG at~40 eV. Moreover, the refractive indices of ions in the UV are comparable to that of neutral Ar (see supplementary materials), as the ionization potential of each successive ionization stage increases only modestly. Thus, for UV driving lasers, good buildup of the HHG signal is possible even in a multiply ionized plasma. This enables extension of effective phase matching into the soft x-ray region and, in theory, even to hard x-rays. Note that for UV-driven HHG, full phase matching is possible in the VUV-EUV, while efficient HHG is possible in soft x-ray region at high pressures, with high photon flux.
In our simple phase-matching model, we consider a one-dimensional geometry, which corresponds to the general case of a large waveguide diameter or large focal spot size (near-plane wave propagation). To calculate the phase mismatch to a first approximation, we need to consider a generalized set of multispecies timedependent equations, given by where h i (t) is the fractional population of the various gas species present at a given moment (i = 0 denotes neutral atoms, i = 1, 2, 3… denote various ion states), h total (t) is the cumulative fractional ionization [h total (t) > 100% for multiply charged ions], r e is the classical electron radius, N atm is the number density of atoms at 1 atm, P is the pressure, and d i L ðtÞ is the difference between the indices of refraction at the fundamental and harmonic wavelengths (which is very large in the UV). Although in general the nonlinear index contributions are estimated to play a rather small role, for high UV laser intensities >6 × 10 15 W/cm 2 , an additional term due to the nonlinear index of refraction (t) must also be included, estimated by multiconfigurational self-consistent field calculations (table  S2) . For h total (t) >10%, one must include the dispersion of ions as well as a cumulative total ionization level h total resulting from all ions of higher charge. The phase-matching photon energy limits SCIENCE sciencemag.org Fig. 4 . Theoretical UV-driven HHG gives shorter duration and lower chirp pulses than mid-IR-driven HHG. (A) The pulse duration of HHG soft x-ray bursts converges to the transform limit for UV driving lasers. (B to E) Chirp [group delay dispersion (GGD)] of the HHG pulses in He driven by intense three-cycle UV and near-IR lasers, respectively. For UV lasers, the HHG chirp is reduced as a result of the shorter laser cycle duration T LASER and the higher ponderomotive potential U P (higher HHG cutoff). The highest harmonics with a 280-eV cutoff (spectrally filtered by a Rh thin film) have a pulse duration of 105 as (even shorter 45-to 75-as pulses could be generated from He and He + ; see supplementary materials). In comparison, for a 0.8-mm driver and a phase-matching cutoff of 160 eV, the pulse durations are 325 as (>3 times as long). are determined by the ionization level at which a dispersion balance is achieved and are independent of HHG geometry (the geometrical dispersion sets only an optimal pressure for a wave-guiding geometry) (7, 29) . For our experimental conditions, at any time during the HHG emission, two to three species contribute strongly to the HHG signal (Fig. 2B and fig. S2 ). Fortunately, for a given HHG photon energy, the harmonic order q is lower for UV-driven versus mid-IR-driven HHG, naturally leading to longer coherence lengths even at very high ionization levels and pressures as Dk º q. Figure S6 plots the estimated dynamic phase mismatch ratio due to plasma and to atoms and ions for Ar driven by 10-cycle 0.27-and 0.8-mm lasers. The dashed black horizontal lines show the high-flux HHG region with coherence lengths L coh = p/Dk from infinity to 10 mm. This time window is substantially longer for UV driving lasers than for near-IR driving lasers, extending effective phase matching over~5 to 40 halfcycles or a time interval of~2 to 18 fs. This picture is also consistent with the observed narrow spectral linewidths in the VUV to x-ray regime at high phase-matching pressures ( Fig. 2 and  fig. S1 ). Under our conditions, at a photon energy of 250 eV, L coh > 3 mm, the absorption length L abs ≈ 1 mm at 400 torr (for ions see fig. S7 ), whereas the medium length L med ≈ 1 to 15 mm. At 40 eV, L coh ≈ ∞.
Additional nonlinear effects-for example, due to laser pulse self-guiding or filamentation, which are likely present-would further enhance effective HHG phase matching in plasmas, because the nonlinear index induced by the laser will increase further to compensate for plasma-induced dispersion. Figure S10 shows blue-shifting and broadening of the fundamental spectrum that is characteristic also for self-effects in efficient HHG at other laser wavelengths, at 0.8 mm and in the mid-IR phase-matching regimes (26, 31, 37) . This is also supported by our observation that in a short gas cell geometry the HHG spectrum extends to only~180 eV in Ar, Ne, or He.
Decreased medium opacity due to removal of several valence electrons can also increase the yield, particularly for intense UV-driven HHG, where the single-atom yield is already very high. However, we calculate that increasing transparency of the medium is not sufficient to explain the observed increase in HHG yield, especially when the coherence length is smaller than the absorption length. As shown in fig. S6 , while the transparency increases as expected at photon energies around 100 eV, in the soft x-ray region the transparency does not change substantially. Thus, in the future, all-optical quasi-phasematching HHG techniques could be applied to take advantage of the full x-ray absorption length to enhance the yield further (38) (39) (40) (41) .
We also modeled UV-driven HHG using the TDSE. Figure 2B plots the TDSE predictions for strong field ionization in Ar for a peak laser intensity similar to the experiment, which shows that HHG in the 30-to 280-eV photon energy range must be generated from multiply ionized species, up to Ar 5+ , at ionization levels above 500% (on axis of the waveguide). This far exceeds the 5% critical ionization limit for fully phasematched HHG in Ar using 0.8-mm lasers. Our TDSE calculations show that the single-atom yield scales more strongly than~l L −7.5 (42) for a single harmonic of He, corresponding to a factor of~4000 greater yield for 0.27-mm relative to 0.8-mm driving lasers. A similar scaling is expected for Ar species, although with a slightly modified exponent. These TDSE calculations also show that HHG driven by UV is particularly suitable for generating nearly transform-limited isolated attosecond bursts (or pulse trains), with very low temporal chirp that should be straightforward to compensate. It is already known that the atto-chirp of each individual attosecond burst will be reduced as the driving laser wavelength is reduced in the UV, because of the shorter time the electron spends in the continuum (~300 as). However, for higher photon energies using more intense UV driving lasers, the pulse duration and atto-chirp will be reduced even further as a result of the larger phase-matched bandwidth (i.e., large U p ). Figure 4 plots a time-frequency analysis for HHG in He driven by intense three-cycle UV and 0.8-mm lasers, where the reduction in the temporal chirp is very apparent. This effect is dictated by the duration of an individual laser cycle, independent of the number of cycles in the laser pulse. In the case of UV driving lasers, the FWHM duration of the highest harmonics naturally emerges as slightly chirped~105-as bursts, compared with strongly chirped 325-as pulses for an 0.8-mm driving laser in the same photon energy range. For comparison, for 2-to 4-mm mid-IRdriven HHG, the emission is brightest when the HHG pulse emerges as an isolated, very strongly chirped, 300-to 1200-as burst (26) . The experimental HHG emission from Ar is predicted to emerge as a long 10-fs train of nearly transformlimited~100-as pulses.
Another advantage of UV driving lasers is the low group velocity walk-off. This is in contrast to mid-IR (>2 mm)-driven HHG, where group velocity walk-off limits the coherent buildup length and conversion efficiency (29, 43) . Using UV lasers, the temporal window for phase matching increases while the walk-off decreases (see supplementary materials). Both the group and phase velocities of the driving laser and HHG light can be nearly matched, so that the electron wave packets of different atoms in the medium rescatter in a coherent way (i.e., electron wave packets have the same quantum paths and same quantum phases, resulting in highly temporally coherent HHG). Furthermore, because the coherence length for effective phase matching in the soft x-ray region is smaller than the characteristic group velocity walk-off length (see supplementary materials and table S1), intense UV-driven HHG is also effectively group velocitymatched As shown in Fig. 3B , our best current experimental and theoretical understanding indicates that shorter UV laser wavelengths and intensities >10 16 W/cm 2 will produce bright HHG emission at even higher soft x-ray photon energies >> 280 eV, which would be ideal for coherent imaging. The phase mismatch decreases more slowly using UV lasers compared with near-IR or mid-IR lasers; this is due to the lower harmonic orders and pressures required (i.e., lower q and P in Eq. 1). To a first approximation under ideal phase-matching conditions, every term in Eq. 1 scales linearly with the laser wavelength. Because lower harmonic orders correspond to much higher photon energies in the case of UV driving lasers, the coherence length is relatively long compared to the coherence length at the same photon energy generated with a longer-wavelength UV-visible laser (Fig.  3B ). This ensures strong constructive buildup over the interaction region in an effectively phasematched geometry even in the presence of a finite phase mismatch-and also ensures HHG emission that is as bright as fully phase-matched HHG at 13 nm in He driven by 0.8-mm lasers. This strongly contrasts with longer-wavelength mid-IR lasers, where the order of the upconversion process is higher, with q > 5000 for a 4-mm driver.
Using intense UV driving lasers, effective phase matching of the HHG process extends the bright emission in the VUV, EUV, and soft x-ray regions. This regime provides coherent light with contrasting and complimentary spectral and temporal properties, compared to the mid-IR-driven HHG x-rays: These exhibit ultrabroad supercontinuum spectra that can be used to probe multiple elements over a spectral range of >1 keV. Remarkably, the UV-driven HHG linewidths decrease to fractional bandwidths of l/Dl ≈ 450 that are ideal for a complementary set of scientific and technological applications, such as in photoemission spectroscopy with very high energy resolution and coherent diffraction imaging with very high spatial resolution (44, 45) . In terms of laser technology, the availability of intense femtosecond UV lasers (e.g., harmonics of Yb: YAG, Ti:sapphire, or excimer lasers) makes this approach ideal for many applications. Finally, there is a strong potential to produce much brighter HHG beams at even higher multi-keV xray photon energies than would be possible with other approaches.
